Napier Connects - World Café Workshop Feedback Report

A total of 19 responses were received. Below are the collated feedback comments.

1. Was the session worthwhile for you?
There were a total of 16 responses to this question with 100% saying yes.

2. What is the main thing you will take away from the session?
Comments:
- Need to link elderly with youth
- Understanding of other organisations input into community
- Ideas and enthusiasm of attendees
- Individuals, groups very willing to help people
- Need for sharing and coordination
- Opportunities for social connectedness. Support from Napier community.
- Very positive. Realising what is already happening.
- Importance of connecting and collaboration
- Different ideas
- Keenness of participants obvious
- Better use of neighbourhood supporting individuals i.e. neighbours being inclusive
- Whānau connections are forever
- A very positive feeling. We are exposed to so much negativity via media so to be in a room of such caring people is motivating and uplifting
4. What do you think of the Napier Connects concept?

Comments:

- Great ideas and discussions x 4
- Excellent x 2
- Good idea x 2
- Promising - needs driving and direction
- Worth developing further. Could build on what is working now and make it better.
- Good concept which will hopefully generate some future outcomes and positive results
- Important topic/concept - results will tell
- Fine, but don’t add another level of volunteers
- Need vision, strategic objectives, values system
- Anything that encourages ALL members of the community to engage can only be positive
- Great ideas but who is going to convene these ideas
- Want to be fully involved. This is dear to my heart. Don’t want to see it falter.
- Hope a working group and outcomes start happening soon. Happy to support.
- A usefully group but beware of dissipation of effectiveness of existing groups by forming another group

3. What improvements could be made for future sessions?

Comments:

- None - well run
- Very good session - nothing to add
- Similar style of event
- More engagement with Maori groups
- Identify areas for trial to access what can work
- Was run well. Good time management and organisation
- Unsure
- Good benchmark
- Questions were all quite similar and repetitive
- Noisy venue - some repetition in form filling
- Good as is
- Advertise over Radio Kahungunu
- Not many - well done
- All went well. Cappuccino would have been good LOL
- More time for discussion in workshops.
5. Do you want to get more involved in the Napier Connects programme?

A total of 16 from the 19 World Café participants would like to get more involved in the Napier Connects programme.